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ABSTRACT shipped per reactor about a decade ago. The
industry has made concerted efforts at waste

The nuclear power industry,which accounts for source reduction and uses a number of
about 20% of the totalelectricitysupply,is a vital technologiesto reduce the volume of solid and
part of the nation'senergy resource. While it liquidwastes.
generates approximately one-third of the
commercial low-level radioactivewaste produced After compacting, most of the solid LLW is
in the country, it has achieved one of the most shipped directly to disposal facilities, primarily the
successful examples in waste minimization. On Barnwell, SC, site, even though some utilities are
the other hand, progress on development of new now using interim on-site storage. The spent
disposal facilities by the state compacts is nuclear fuel, on the other hand, is destined to
currently stalled. The milestones have been stay in wet or dry storage facilities until the
repeatedly postponed, and the various Acts federal facility at Yucca Mountain site becomes a
passed by Congress on nuclear waste disposal reality, which may be two decades or more away.
have not accomplished what they were intended
to do. With dwindling access to waste disposal Legislative initiatives at the congressional level, in
sites and with escalating disposal costs, the the form of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste
power plant utilities are forced to store wastes on- Policy Act of 1980, (and its 1985 Amendment)
site as an interim measure. However, such placed the responsibility of management of such
temporary measures are not a permanent wastes on the states. However, the progress
solution. A national will is sorely needed to break towards new facility development has been dismal
out of the current impasse, and no new disposal sites may open in the near

future. The nuclear power industry is, thus, faced
INTRODUCTION with dwindling access to waste disposal sites and

escalating costs of managing such wastes.
The 112 operable nuclear power plants in the
United States account for about 35% of the non- This paper will provide an overview of the
defense related low-level radioactive waste (LLW) radioactive waste from the nuclear power industry
volume generated each year and nearly all of the from its generation to disposal.
commercial spent fuel.

WASTE TYPES
With disposal costs rising sharply, and with
increasingly restrictiveregulations, the nuclear Primarilytwo types of wastes are generated at
power industryhas reducedthe annualvolumeof the nuclear power plants:
LLW shipped for disposalper reactor to
approximatelyone-fifththe volumethat was 1. Spent fuel

2. Low-levelradioactivewaste

Typically, about one-third of the nuclear fuel

*Work supported by the Office of Technology inside a reactor core is annually removed and
Development within the U.S.Department of replacedwith fresh fuel. The spent fuel is highly
Energy's Office of Environmental radioactive and requires radiation shieldingas
Management, under contract W-31-109-ENG well as thermal cooling.

38. The low-level radioactive waste covers a wide



variety of wastes and a wide spectrum of activity the nation's defense programs. The concept calls
levels. In fact, what are classified as for building an engineered facility about 1,000 ft
intermediate-level wastes in the international underground in the Yucca Mountain tuff; the
terminology a'e _art of the low-level waste in the repository and its engineered barrier system are
U.S. classification. This classification is expected to isolate the waste for 10,000 years.
promulgated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory However, even under the most optimistic
Commission's 10 CFR 61, Licensing scenario, the Yucca Mountain repository will not
Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive be ready to receive shipments of spent fuel by the
Waste, where the detailed definitions are also year 2010. In the meanwhile, the pool storage at
available based on the concentrations of long- many reactor sites is nearing capacity. The DOE
lived and short-lived radionuclides, other waste has recognized that it may not meet the milestone
characteristics, and the stability requirements, of accepting spent fuel by 1998 and has indicated
The waste classes are: a willingness to help utilities use multipurpose

canisters (MPC) for dry storage of spent fuel.
• Class A, Class B, or Class C Such containers can be used to store, transport,
• Greater than Class C and bury waste.

In general, Class A waste can be disposed of With no high-level waste disposal facility in sight
directly as long as meets certain waste for at least two decades,and with uncertaintyas
characteristicsand stabilityrequirements. Class to whether DOE will be able to acceptspent fuel
B waste must meet more rigorousrequirements by the scheduleddate (evenat an interimfacility),
on waste stability; Class C waste additionally the utilities are in a bind to find alternativesfor
requiresprotectionagainst inadvertentintrusion, storingspent fuel. Hence, moreand more utilities
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is are exercisingthe option of dry cask storageof
responsiblefor thedisposal of greater-than-Class spent fuel. Currently, such facilities are in
C waste. It is worthnotingthatthe ClassA waste operation at the following sites: Consumer
comprises about 96% of all the low-levelwaste Power'sPalisadesStation,VirginiaFower's Surry
receivedat commercialdisposalfacilities,followed Dry Storage Facility, Carolina Power and Light's
by Class B at about 2.5%, and ClassC at 1.5%. Robinson 2, Duke Power Company's Oconee

Station, Public Service Company of Colorado's
SPENT FUEL Fort St. Vrain Station (Modular Vault Dry

Storage), and Baltimore Gas and Electric's
Most of the spentfuel is stored at reactorsites in CalvertCliffs.
pools of water. But, because the availablepool
storage space at many power plants is now LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE
limited, dry cask storage is coming into more
common use. A total of about 20,000 tons of The LLW can be in the physical form of solid,
spent fuel is currently stored in wet or dry liquid,orgas. From operationalperspective,the
storage facilitiesacrosstt_ecountry. Poolstorage LLWinthe power plant industryis categorizedas:
or dry cask storage is, nevertheless, only a
temporary solution because the spent fuel will • Dry Active Waste (DAW)
remain highly radioactive and hazardous for • Wet Waste
several thousandyears. Thus, there is a critical • LiquidWaste
need for a permanentdisposal facilityin the long
term. The bulk of the LLW is in the form of dry active

waste; wet waste can also be generally
The Nuclear Waste Policy ACt (I'IWPA) of 1982 dewatered. Approximately96% of the solid LLW
required utilitiesto provide for storage of spent generated at nuclear power plants is Class A
fuel though 1998. Under this Act the DOE is under 10 CFR 61 classification, with
supposed to accept spent fuel from power approximately3% ClassB, and 1% or less Class
reactorsby January31, 1998. For several years C. The liquidwastes originatefrom a number of
now,the DOE has been characterizingthe Yucca sources, including reactor coolant systems,
Mountain site in Nevada as the disposal site for auxiliarysystems, laboratorydrains, floor drains,
spent fuel and high-level waste originatingfrom decontamination,and laundryamong others.



Both Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) and 137, Cs-134, Sr-90, C-14, Mn-54, Cr-51, Fe-59,
BoilingWater Reactors (BWRs) produce gaseous and Zn-65 among others.
waste containing radionuclides in the form of
noble gases (Xe-133 and Kr-85), activation Volume Reduction
products(suchas N-13, C-14, N-16, N-17, O-19,
F-18), radioiodines, and tritium. In a PWR, Steep increases in disposal cost and the
sources of gaseous waste include the volume dwindling access to disposal sites have
control tank, reactor coolant drain tank, gas necessitatedextensive use of volume reduction
stripper,r_ver gases,and pressurizerrelief tank. technologies. These technologies include:
A BWR generates much larger volumesprimarily evaporation, distillation, crystallization,
as off-gases from the condenser; other sources precipitation, centrifugation, filtration,
in a BWR include the turbine steam seal system sedimentation, incineration, ion exchange, ultra
and mechanical vacuum pump system exhaust, filtration, and reverse osmosis for liquid waste;
The BWR units use recombiner charcoal adsorber sedimentation, drying, dewatering, dehydration,
systems, or cryogenic distillation systems as well and incineration for wet solids; and
as standby gas treatment systems (for emergency decontamination, compaction, baling, shredding,
use). The PWR units use gaseous waste and incineration for dry solids. Bituminization and
processing systems using catalytic recombination cementation are used for stabilizing the LLW.
following a compressing pretreatment step.
Except for the basic description above, gaseous Concerted efforts by the utilities in source
waste management is not discussed further. The reduction and volume reduction have led to
emphasis in this paper is on the solid and liquid average volumes of DAW that are about one-fifth
low-level waste, the volumes produced only a decade ago. By

1992, an average PWR generated about 2,000
Waste Characteristics ft3/y and a BWR about 5,000 ft3/y. Similarly,

becauseof increasingtreatmentof wet waste, the
While the characteristicsof the waste originating average volume of wet waste has gone down to
from PWRs and BWRs differ, the key about 1,000 ft3 for a PWR and about 4,000 _ for
radionuclides in LLW (DAW and wet solids) a BWR.
includeFe-55, Co-60, Ni-63, Cs-134, Cs-137, Sr-
90, 1-129,C-14, and Tc-99. On an industry-wide Compactionand supercompactionare by far the
average basis, Fe-55 accountsfor the bulk of the mostwidely usedtechniquesto reduce volumeof
activity in dry activewaste. In PWR waste, the compactible solid waste. Examples of
average activitypercentagesare: Fe-55 (39%), compactibleitems are plastics,paper, cloth, and
Co-60 (18%), Cs-137 (16%), Ni-63 (15%), and other absorbentmaterials. In fact, plastics and
Cs-134 (12%); for BWR waste these levelsare: paper account for nearly 70% of the compacted
Fe-55 (62%), Co-60 (20%), Cs-137 (8%), Ni-63 waste at nuclear power plants; cloth, adsorbent
(8%), and Cs-134 (2%). material, rubber, and other miscellaneous

materials account for the rest. Noncompactible
The DAW consistsof protectiveclothing,plastics, materials includemetal pipes and valves, wood,
paper, cloth, adsorbentmaterials,metals, wood, filtersand resins,and miscellaneous items such
tools, concrete, and other miscellaneousitems, as glass,tools,and concrete. Wood, pipes,and
Wet solid waste consists of resins, filters, valves account for nearly 50% of the
evaporator bottoms,and sludges. Such wastes noncompactiblewaste; conduit, filters, concrete,
can be dewatered,and technologiesfordry waste tools, dirt, glass, and other miscellaneous
processingcan then be applied, materialsaccount for the rest.

The concentrationsof radionuclidesfound in the Wet wastesare dewateredusingdecontamination
liquidwastestreamsfrom PWRsand BWRs vary, tanks,centrifuges,dewateringfilters,evaporation,
depending upon a number of variables such as or calcination. Then, they are solidified using
reactor's power history, fuel burnup, impurities cement, urea-formaldehyde, bitumen, or organic
and additives in coolant systems, integrity of fuel polymers. Cement can also be used to process
cl_,dding, and rate of coolant purification. The the wastes directly without dewatering. Its Iow-
radionuclides include: H-3, Co-60, Co-58, Cs- cost, easy availability, and fire resistance make it



one of the more widely used choices as a and monitoring of effluents.
solidification agent.

Operational AspectsHealth Physics
While the liquid effluent releases from power
plants have remained approximately constant, the Radiation control areas (RCAs) at reactor sites
utilities have used extensive treatment methods to are defined and designated with warning signs
separate the radionuclide constituents from the and readout devices. Such areas may be
liquid waste. The principal methods for treating designated as radioactive material area, radiation
liquid wastes involve hold-up tanks (to allow area, high radiation area, very high radiation area,
radioactive decay), evaporator systems, ion- surface contamination area, or airborne
exchange resins, and filtration systems. The radioactive material area. In addition to area
processes can be used individually or designation, sign postings specify the
sequentially. Ion-exchange systems and requirements for entering an area, for example,
evaporator systems are widely used in the personal monitoring devices required, respiratory
industry, protection required, shoe covers required, or

signed radiation work permit required.
Storage

RadiationSafety Proceduremanualsfora nuclear
Solid radioactivewastes are generallystored in power plant provide health physicsguidance to
speciallyengineeredbuildings.The DAWcan be workers. For example,an RCA is defined as an
stored instackablemetalboxes, wood containers, area where an individualcould receivea dose of
or 55-gallon drums. As an example, the Cook 2 mrem/h (not to exceed 100 mrem in any seven
Plant in Bridgeman,MI, has stored wasteon-site consecutivedays,and notto exceed125 mrem in
since November 1990, when the waste any one calendar quarter). Such areas are
generatorsin the state of Michiganlostaccessto barricaded and conspicuouslyposted. Areas
licensed disposal sites because of lack of where an individualcould receive 100 mrem/h are
progress by the State in developing its own defined as High Radiation Areas; these are
disposal site. While packaging waste for storage, barricaded and appropriately posted. Locked
it is better to adhere to the disposal site doors are used for any areas where radiation
acceptance criteria to avoid repackaging when the dose could be greater than 1000 mrem/h.
waste is eventually sent for disposal. For the Radiation Work Permits are required for entry into
dewatered resins and filters, the current standard any RCA and specific health physics procedures
practice for interim storage involves storing them are followed, including personnel monitoring
in high-integrity containers (HICs). Solidification equipment, respiratory protection, and protective
of such waste with materials such as cement is clothing, as necessary.
another option.

Labels or tags are used to identify specific
For long-term storage of higher-activity waste, a containersof radioactive material or contaminated
variety of structures are usedon the international objects. Labels or tags must have a magenta
scene. These include concrete trenches, radiationsymbol(trefoil)on a yellowbackground.
cylindricalbunkers,concretemonoliths/radblocks, Typically, a label contains the following
in-groundstorage containers(ISCs), dry storage information: radiation symbol, name of
modules(DSMs), tile holes,and quadricells, radionuclide, activity (Ci or Bq) of the material,

dose rate at the surface of the container, date,
Handlingof radioactivematerialshas to meet the and the initialsof personwho preparedthe label.
requirements of 10 CFR 20, Standards for Labelsare also usedfor localizedareas of "fixed"
Protection Against Radiation. Regulationsfor surface contamination and contaminated
storageofwaste are alsospecifiedinAppendixA equipment.
of 10 CFR 50, Domestic Licensing of Production
and Utilization Facilities, underwhichthe power Protectiveclothingcan range from simple gloves
plants are licensed. The storage facility must to full-bodyprotective suits, and their use will
meet certain requirements related to the controlof depend on the radiationenvironmentand the type
radioactive releases to the environment, safety of radioactive waste being handled. Respiratory
systems, detection of excessive radiation levels, protection may be required in certain cases. The
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dose accumulated by each worker is monitored. The wastes accepted at Barnwell are solid or
Good records of previous doses are maintained solidified waste packaged in steel drums, steel
so that worker assignments can take into account boxes, HICs, or concrete overpacks; no liquids =
such data. For higher-activity waste, worker are accepted. The engineered disposal trenches
contact is minimized; remote handling and at the site are typically 1000 ft x 1000 ft and 22 ft
packaging are necessary in some cases. Hand deep. The filled trenches are capped with 2 ft of
and shoe monitoring are used to ensure that compacted soil. For most utilities, the access to
contamination is not carried away to other areas, disposal is dwindling rapidly. With high
At the minimum, the employees are required to surcharges, the out-of-compact customers are
have training in radiation protection and in now paying $300/ft3 for disposal at Barnwell.
handling radioactive materials. Under the However, even this access may not be available
"Hazard Communication" standard (29 CFR in future. Thus, waste source minimization,
1910.1200) issued by Occupational Safety and volume reduction, and expanded on-site storage
Health Administration, the workers must be are becoming a necessity for most utilities.
informed of the hazards of chemicals. These
apply to radioactive materials as well. Good The shallow ground disposal facilities for LLW are
planning and scheduling are key to a safe facility licensed under the provisions of 10 CFR 61,
operation that complies with the radiation mentioned earlier.
protection requirements. An emergency
management plan is also prepared and Compacts
emergencyresponse is practiced.

Responsibility for the disposal of commercially
Disposal generated LLW was shifted to the states by the

Low-LevelRadioactiveWaste PolicyAct of 1980
In 1992, about 1.7 millioncubic feet of LLWwith (LLRWPA). The LLRWPA encouragedthe states
one millioncuriesof activitywas received at the to formregionalcompactsor to developtheirown
three commercial disposal sites: BarnweU,SC; disposal facilities. The January 1, 1986 was the
Beatty, NV; and Richland, WA. Barnwell deadline after which compacts could restrict the
accepted about 48% of the waste volume with use of their disposal facilities by excluding waste
about 82% of the total activity. The states generated outside the compact. However, by
shipping the largest volumes included: Illinois, 1983, it had become clear that no new disposal
Texas, Oregon, California, Pennsylvania, and facilities would be operational by the 1986
Virginia. On the basis of total activity shipped, milestone. As a result, the Low-Level Radioactive
the largest contributing states were Pennsylvania, Waste Policy Amendment Act of 1985
Illinois, Nebraska, New York, Minnesota, and (LLRWPAA) was passed by Congress in January
Massachusetts. A 1992 survey by the National 1986. The LLRWPAA extended the January 1,
Low-Level Waste Management Program showed 1986 deadline by seven years, to January 1,
that while the nuclear power utilities accounted for 1993, and established a series of milestones,
about 35% of total waste volume disposed of at penalties, and incentives for regional compacts
the commercial disposal sites, they accounted for and states to promote progress toward being able
almost 86% of the curie content, to manage their LLW by 1993. It is 1994 and no

new disposal facilities have opened as yet nor are
Currently, only two commercial disposal sites are they likely to open in near future.
open in the country (the third, Beatty, NV, is
closed). Of these, the Richland, WA, site is now As of August 1993, the nine regional compacts
closed to generators outside the Northwest and included the Northeast, Appalachian, Southeast,
Rocky Mountain compacts. The Barnwell, SC, Central Midwest, Central, Midwest, Northwest,
site, which has accepted the bulk of the Rocky Mountain, and Southwestern. In addition,
commercial .waste in the past, is set to close its several states were unaffiliated: Texas, New
doors to out-of-compact waste on June 30, 1994, York, Michigan, Vermont, New Hampshire, and
even though a number of legislative initiatives are Maine. Some recent realignments of States
currently underway in the state legislature to push (transgressing geographical regions) have led to
this exclusion date to December 1995. a changing picture. For example, Maine and

Vermont have been accepted by Texas to form a
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new compact, a total paralysis in the development of new waste
disposal sites. A sensible approach to national

However, no real progress has been made on low-level radioactive waste disposal is sorely
disposal facility development and milestones have needed.
been frequently postponed. Even the States
which had aggressive plans have faltered. For CONCLUSION
example, In the Central Midwest Compact, a site
at Martinsville, in Illinois, proposed by the state's Faced with a shortage of pool storage space and
Department of Nuclear Safety was rejected by a the uncertainty in the development of a federal
Special Siting Commission. The state has disposal facility at Yucca Mountain, as well as the
legislated new procedures for siting a disposal uncertainty in acceptance of spent fuel by DOE
facility. Thus, the initial schedule of building a by the scheduled date of January 31, 1998, the
facility scheduled for operation in 1995 has been nuclear power industry has turned to dry storage
discarded. The only new facility site which of spent fuel.
appears to be closer to site approval stage is
California's Ward Valley. But, here again, the For LLW, the industry has done an excellent job
federal government's decision to suspend action in waste minimization through source reduction
on the transfer of federal land to California has and application of volume reduction technologies.
stalled the process for the moment. However, with access to commercial disposal

sites dwindling and disposal costs escalating, the
Problems experienced at past disposal sites industry has few optior_sexcept to expand the on-
(Maxey Flats, KY, West Valley, NY, and Sheffield, site storage. The Acts passed by Congress that
IL which at have been closed for many years) shifted responsibility for disposal of LLW to the
have something to do with public attitudes toward states have not accomplished what they were
acceptance of waste disposal facilities. These intended to do. Milestones have been repeatedly
problems can be traced to inadequate site postponed, and no state compact is closer to
characterization and the lack of an integrated opening a new disposal site any time soon.
approach to waste management and disposal. In
addition to a suitable site that offers natural The technologies for managing tha nuclear waste
barriers to radionuclide migration, newer waste are here and available, but a national will to deal
disposal facility designs rely also on engineered with the tough issue of waste disposal siting is
barrier systems. Internationally, several concepts lacking. Consequently, little real progress has
are being studied, such as above-ground vaults been made in the development of disposal
(AGVs), below-ground vaults (BGVs), earth- facilities for spent fuel or low-level radioactive
mounted concrete bunkers (EMCBs), modular waste.
concrete canister disposal (MCCD), and
intermediate depth disposal (IDD). For higher- BIBLIOGRAPHY
activity waste, greater-confinement-disposal
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